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This paper investigates the effects of conditional promotions (e.g., buy 2 or more, get 30% off; spend
$50 or more, get $15 off) on consumer behavior and the seller’s profit. When a deal is presented with a
minimum purchase quantity or a minimum spending requirement, experimental studies have shown some
consumers are induced to spend more in order to obtain a discount. To study this behavior, we model a
market in which consumers can be heterogeneous in two dimensions: willingness to pay for the product and
deal proneness to a price discount. We examine two types of conditional promotions that are widely used
in practice: i) all-unit discount, in which a price reduction applies to every unit of a purchase once the
minimum requirement is met, and ii) fixed-amount discount, in which a fixed amount of discount is awarded
to the total expense that meets the requirement. We show that deal-prone consumers may be induced to
overspend when offered a conditional discount. However, consumer overspending benefits the seller only
when the market contains a sufficiently large proportion of highly deal-prone or high-valuation consumers.
Comparing the two types of discounts, we show that the all-unit discount outperforms the fixed-amount
discount when the regular price for the product is high, whereas the fixed-amount discount is more profitable
than the all-unit discount when some consumers would make a purchase even without a discount. Our study
suggests adopting an appropriate type of conditional discount can effectively improve the seller’s profit over
what would be obtained through selling at the regular price or a conventional price markdown. Furthermore,
we find that conditional discounts can also improve consumer welfare, resulting in win-win situations for
both retailers and consumers.
Key words : price promotions, retail pricing, conditional promotions, overspending, deal-prone consumers
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1. Introduction
Price promotion is a key component in today’s retailing. In 2010, the total promotion spending in
the United States reached $337 billion, of which 85% was spent on price discounts (Borrell Asso-
ciates 2010). Retailers employ price promotions to increase revenues and accelerate the disposal of
excess inventory (Blattberg et al. 1981). Common forms of price promotions include price mark-
downs (e.g., 20% off the regular price), bundling (e.g., buy shirt and pants together and save $20),
and conditional discounts (e.g., buy 2 or more and get 20% off).
Conditional discounts are increasingly more popular in practice. In 2010, they accounted for
26% of total coupon distribution, and as much as 33% among grocery products. In consumer
packaged goods, the use of conditional discounts increased by 10.3% between 2009 and 2010 (NCH
Marketing Services 2011). Retailers typically offer conditional discounts in the form of either percent
off or dollars off. Some examples include Easy Spirit offering 20% off a purchase of two or more
pairs of its shoes, and Dressbarn offering $10 off a purchase of two or more of its dresses. A distinct
feature of conditional discounts is that the deal is always coupled with an eligibility requirement,
mostly in the form of a minimum purchase quantity or a minimum spending amount, that customers
must meet or exceed to receive the discount. This strategy can benefit retailers in several ways:
it allows finer price discrimination contingent on purchase quantity or spending, and potentially
induces buyers with higher consumption levels or reservation prices to consume more than what
they would without a discount offer.
Most existing literature on price promotions identifies price elasticity as the main driver behind
buyers increasing their purchase quantity in response to a price reduction (Jeuland and Narasimhan
1985, Bell et al. 1999). However, this argument falls short of explaining why some consumers go
the extra mile and buy a significantly larger quantity than what they actually need just to qualify
for the deals. In fact, stories about impulsive, deal-driven shopping behavior regularly appear in
news articles, popular press magazines, and personal blogs (Klaft Sep. 3, 2011, Tuttle Jul. 23, 2010,
Sherman Feb. 5, 2009, Fontinelle Aug. 17, 2011, Tsai 2007).
Such shopping behavior is referred to in the literature as “deal proneness,” which is the propen-
sity to purchase products when they are offered on a “deal” basis (Hackleman and Duker 1980).
Existing studies on this subject explain that deal proneness arises as consumers gain psychological
benefits from paying a lower-than-expected price for a product (Schindler 1998, Laroche et al.
2001, DelVecchio 2005). This enhanced positive feeling associated with the transaction is referred
to as “transaction utility” (Thaler 1985). Consumers who receive transaction utility when acting
on a satisfactory deal are labeled “deal-prone.” Consumers who are not sensitive to such cognitive
benefits and value a discount offer based solely on its monetary value are called “value-conscious”
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define overspending as a situation in which a deal-prone consumer increases her purchase quantity
purely due to the transaction utility received from completing a deal.
The heterogeneity in both consumer deal proneness and consumer willingness to pay results in
multiple consumer segments that make different purchase decisions when facing a discount offer.
Thus, when designing a price promotion, retailers must account for the impact of the deal on
different groups of consumers. This problem is challenging because how terms of promotional offers
influence purchase decisions of heterogeneous consumers is not clear, nor is which discount policy
should be adopted for a given set of market parameters. Our paper aims to study the effects of
conditional discounts on consumer behavior and the seller’s profitability. In particular, we focus
on two of the most common forms of conditional discounts: (i) all-unit discount, in which the price
reduction (in percentage or dollars off) applies to every unit if the eligibility condition is met, and
(ii) fixed-amount discount, in which a fixed discount (e.g., $10 off) is applied to the total expense
that satisfies the condition. We note, however, that these two forms of discounts include many
other discount formats observed in practice. For example, a price markdown is a special case of
the all-unit discount with no minimum purchase requirement, and mixed bundling with a limit of
one deal per transaction is a special case of the fixed-amount discount.
Our research questions are as follows: 1) How do different types of consumers respond to condi-
tional discounts? How do conditional discounts induce consumers to overspend? 2) When should
a retailer offer conditional discounts? and 3) What are the market conditions that favor a fixed-
amount discount to an all-unit discount or vice versa? To answer these questions, we consider
a model of a single seller facing heterogeneous consumers whose marginal consumption surplus
decreases in the quantity they consume. Consumers are heterogeneous in two dimensions: their cog-
nitive attitude toward a deal (deal-prone or value-conscious) and valuation (how much they value
consumption of the product). Facing these consumers, the seller’s problem is to decide whether to
offer a discount, and if so, which discount type (all-unit or fixed-amount) and what specific terms
of discount to offer in order to maximize his expected profit.
To our knowledge, this paper is the first to analytically investigate consumers’ heterogeneity in
deal proneness and their response to conditional discounts. We show that a conditional discount can
induce deal-prone consumers to overspend (spend more than a value-conscious consumer), which
may increase the seller’s profit. In particular, we show that a conditional discount is strictly more
profitable than selling at the regular price when either consumer willingness to pay for the product
is low, or deal-prone consumers are present in the market. A conditional discount also dominates
a conventional price markdown when a sufficiently large proportion of consumers are deal-prone.
Furthermore, we identify market conditions under which the all-unit or the fixed-amount discount
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inducing consumers to overspend is not always optimal. Consumer overspending benefits the seller
only when the market contains a sufficient proportion of highly deal-prone consumers. Moreover,
in contrast to a natural belief that offering a discount is only beneficial when consumers have low
valuation, we show that the seller can in fact use a conditional discount to improve profit when some
consumers are deal-prone and have high valuation of the product. Finally, we investigate the effects
of conditional discounts on the consumer and social welfare and find that conditional discounts can
increase consumer welfare despite their overspending. This finding suggests conditional discounts
can lead to win-win situations for both the retailer and consumers, and hence can be used to
improve the overall social welfare, compared to traditional price markdowns.
2. Literature Review
We will review three major streams of literature on sales promotion and consumer deal proneness.
The first stream of work relevant to ours is on price promotions. One of the most common forms
of price promotion is a simple price markdown. Early studies on this subject explained sales as
a price differentiation strategy that increases the seller’s profit from certain groups of buyers
(e.g., informed buyers, Varian 1980; brand switchers, Bell et al. 1999). Other works analyzed
the profitability of periodic price reduction policies and proposed optimization models, taking
into account consumers’ promotion response and retailers’ inventory levels (Lazear 1986, Smith
and Achabal 1998, Gupta et al. 2006). Most of these studies on price markdowns viewed a price
discount as a tool to help balance sales and remaining inventory of perishable items during a
finite selling horizon. Our paper, on the other hand, considers price promotions as mechanisms
to help stimulate sales that can be temporarily offered at any period during the selling season.
Furthermore, conventional price markdowns are not contingent on the purchase quantity, whereas
the conditional discounts considered in our paper require buyers to purchase at least the specified
minimum quantity. This difference in pricing schemes allows us to investigate another potential
benefit of price promotions in enticing consumers to increase their purchase quantity to complete
the deal, which is not observable under price markdowns. A more characteristically similar price
promotion mechanism to a conditional discount is a quantity discount. A number of papers on
quantity discounts analyzed a cost-minimizing or profit-maximizing problem of a supplier selling
to a buyer, where price discounts are given on large order sizes (Monahan 1984, Dada and Srikanth
1987, Corbett and de Groote 2000). A small subset of papers compared different types of quantity
discounts (e.g., all-unit vs. package pricing in a supply chain, Wilcox et al. 1987; all-unit vs.
incremental discount in a supply chain, Weng 1995; all-unit vs. incremental discount in retailing,
Amornpetchkul 2017). However, research has not addressed the comparison between all-unit and
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The closest price promotion mechanisms to the conditional discounts, both in terms of structure
and usage, are certain forms of bundling. The bundling literature traditionally considered pure
bundling, pure unbundling, and mixed bundling (Schmalensee 1984, Chuang and Sirbu 1999, Her-
rmann et al. 1997). Other papers broadened their scope to consider bundling schemes in which
many more combinations of products are offered to consumers (Hanson and Martin 1990, Venkatesh
and Mahajan 1993). However, challenges in pricing many different bundles reduce the attractive-
ness of bundling when selling a large number of products. On the other hand, under a conditional
discount, a uniform discount rate (or discount amount) applies as long as the purchase quantity
(or spending amount) meets a single minimum requirement. This structure makes implementing a
conditional discount and communicating it to consumers simpler and more straightforward, which
explains why conditional discounts are widely used in retailing.
The second stream of literature is on consumer response to price promotions. The framing
literature compared consumer response to price promotions framed in percentage terms and in
dollar terms. For example, Chen et al. (1998), Hardesty and Bearden (2003), and Gendall et al.
(2006) compared the consumer perception of the value of price discounts presented in percentages
and dollars. Their experimental studies show that participants perceived discounts on high-priced
items framed in dollars to be more significant than the same discounts framed in percentage. These
papers’ focus and methodology differ from those in the present paper. They experimentally study
consumer response to different presentations of the same price promotion, whereas in this paper,
we analytically compare structurally different price discount policies. Another area of growing
interest related to consumer response to price discounts is strategic consumer behavior. A typical
setting for this subject is one in which a seller faces a dynamic pricing problem in the presence of
strategic consumers who can observe varying prices of the product over multiple periods and decide
whether and when to buy the product. Several studies have shown the optimal prices may increase
or decrease over time, depending on the consumers’ valuation of the product and their willingness
to wait (Su 2007, Besbes and Lobel 2015). The findings from our paper are similar in the sense
that the optimal pricing policies are characterized by the consumers’ valuation of the product and
their responses to price discounts (deal proneness). However, we consider a single-period setting;
hence, strategic consumer behavior does not apply. Other papers in this stream study the effects
of promotions that require a minimum spending amount or multiple-unit purchases on consumer
purchase behavior. Using results from experiments, Wansink et al. (1998) show that multiple-
unit prices result in an increase in sales over a single-unit price, and Lee and Ariely (2006) show
that conditional discounts are effective in influencing consumers’ spending, especially when their
shopping goals are less concrete. Foubert and Gijsbrechts (2007) study bundle promotions and find
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at boosting category sales. Although these papers show that conditional discounts can influence
consumer behavior, they do not compare the two types of conditional discounts considered in the
current paper, and do not study the seller’s profit-maximizing promotional strategies.
Finally, the third stream of relevant literature is on consumer deal proneness. Researchers have
extensively studied the existence and characteristics of deal-prone consumers over the past few
decades (Hackleman and Duker 1980, Schindler 1998, DelVecchio 2005, Kukar-Kinney et al. 2012).
A number of papers explain an increase in demand when a deal is offered, using reference price
effects under which the consumer’s propensity to buy increases as the current price becomes sig-
nificantly lower than the reference price (Krishnamurthi et al. 1992, Greenleaf 1995, Popescu and
Wu 2007). However, the study of how the reference price influences the purchase quantity of an
individual consumer remains limited (see Mazumdar et al. (2005) for more literature review). In
our paper, we examine how a good “deal” (in terms of discount from the original price) influences
a consumer’s decision whether to purchase or not as well as the purchase quantity. On a related
subject, Thaler (1985, 1999), and Lichtenstein et al. (1990) employed the theory of mental account-
ing and reference price to explain that the consumer’s propensity to purchase products when a
deal is offered is driven by transaction utility. Schindler (1992) and Heath et al. (1995) provided
experimental results supporting the assertion that consumers are more likely to purchase when
a deal is offered if they perceive the price reduction to be sufficiently significant. These studies,
however, do not analytically model consumer deal proneness when multiple units are purchased,
and do not investigate how deal-prone consumers respond to different types of deals. A limited
number of papers study the purchase behavior of deal-prone consumers under different promotion
types. Lichtenstein et al. (1997) identify a consumer segment that is deal-prone across various
types of promotions. Laroche et al. (2003) study deal-prone consumer perception and purchase
intention when coupons and two-for-one promotions are offered. However, the papers in this area
are mostly empirical and experimental, aiming to understand consumer behavior rather than the
seller’s profit, which is different from our analytical approach.
Overall, what primarily distinguishes our work from the existing literature is that we are the first
to compare the profitability and the impact on consumer purchase behavior of all-unit and fixed-
amount discounts, two of the most commonly used price promotions in retailing. Furthermore, we
analytically model consumer deal proneness and investigate its implications on consumer spending
under conditional discounts.
3. Model
We consider a monopoly seller’s pricing decisions for a product category with a single unit price p
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are sold at the same price). To reflect a retail price regulation commonly imposed by a manufacturer,
we assume the retail price p is exogenous to the seller, as is the case for a manufacturer’s suggested
retail price (MSRP) in practice. However, the seller can use a price promotion (discount) to adjust
the price at which the product is sold.
Although many different forms of discounts are used in retailing, our paper focuses on conditional
discounts, which refer to discounts that are applied only when a consumer satisfies the purchase
condition (e.g., minimum purchase quantity, minimum spending). In particular, we examine two
widely used forms of conditional discounts: all-unit discount (A) and fixed-amount discount (F).
These two forms of discounts capture all types of price promotions that Lichtenstein et al. (1997)
identified as the most commonly employed (e.g., buy-one-get-one-free, sales, coupons, cents-off).1 In
practice, retailers may sometimes offer a conditional discount at the store level, where a consumer
can purchase a basket of different items to get the discount (e.g., Kohl’s coupon code for $20 off
a purchase of $100 or more). However, our paper only focuses on the conditional discounts offered
at the product category level, which are also commonly practiced by many retailers – both in the
form of all-unit discounts (e.g., Disney’s promotion on its plush toys: buy 2 or more for $16 each,
or buy 1 for $19.95; Target’s promotion on select brands of short-sleeve tees: buy 2 or more for $6
each, or buy 1 for $8) and fixed-amount discounts (e.g., Walgreens’ promotion of “save $2 on 2 or
more NIVEA Men shaving gels,” Whole Foods’ promotion of “save $1 on 2 or more Häagen-Dazs
1 pt ice cream).
All-Unit Discount (A)
In an all-unit discount, a discount is applied to all purchased units if a consumer’s purchase
meets a minimum eligibility requirement (e.g. buy 2 or more and get 25% off). To represent the
terms of an all-unit discount, let r ∈ [0,1) denote the promotion depth, or the “percent off,” and
let K denote the minimum purchase quantity required to obtain the discount.2 For tractability
purposes, we assume K is a continuous parameter that provides a good approximation of the
discrete quantity model without sacrificing the insights.
LetDA = (r,K) represent an all-unit discount. Then, the purchase price for q units of the product





pq if 0≤ q <K
p(1− r)q if q≥K.
1 An incremental discount is another well-known form of conditional discounts, primarily used by suppliers or manu-
facturers. However, given their small presence in retailing, we do not consider incremental discounts in this paper.
2 Notice that an all-unit discount with an eligibility requirement in the form of a minimum spending amount can be
represented in the same way. For example, a promotion of “spend $50 or more and get 25% off” for a product priced
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Notice that a standard price markdown is a special case of an all-unit discount whereby K is
equal to the smallest sellable unit of the product.
Fixed-Amount Discount (F)
In a fixed-amount discount, the final amount a consumer has to pay is reduced by a predetermined
discount amount if the consumer’s purchase meets a minimum eligibility requirement (e.g., buy 2 or
more get $25 off). To represent the terms of a fixed-amount discount, let m≥ 0 be the “dollars off,”
which is the dollar discount amount to be subtracted from the total price of an eligible purchase;
let K be the minimum purchase quantity to qualify for the discount. In practice, fixed-amount
discounts offered with a minimum spending amount, rather than a minimum purchase quantity,
are also common. Our model captures this form of fixed-amount discounts as well, because we are
considering a single product category sold at a uniform price. For example, a fixed-amount discount
of “Take $20 off a purchase of $100 or more” on a product priced at p= 25 can be modeled with
K = 4 and r= 0.2.
Let DF = (m,K) denote a fixed-amount discount. Then, the purchase price for q units of the
product under a fixed-amount discount DF is given by




pq if 0≤ q <K
pq−m if q≥K.
Notice that under a fixed-amount discount, the discount amount a customer receives for an
eligible purchase does not go up with the total purchase quantity. On the other hand, under an
all-unit discount, the dollar discount amount is larger for an eligible purchase of a larger quantity,
because the discount is applied to all purchased units.
Next, we introduce the consumer types and discuss their corresponding utility when purchasing
the product under a conditional discount.
3.1. Consumer Types and Utility
We assume consumers are heterogeneous in two dimensions: valuation of the product and deal
proneness. A consumer may have a high (“high-type” h) or low (“low-type” l) valuation. A high-
type consumer is willing to pay a higher price and consumes a larger quantity of the product,
compared to a low-type consumer. We denote the proportion of high-type consumers in the market
by γ. Consumers may also differ in their responses to deals. That is, some consumers may be
more inclined to purchase when a deal is present. To reflect this difference, we assume there exist
two types of consumers based on their cognitive behavior toward deals: value-conscious (v) and
deal-prone (d). A value-conscious consumer only draws utility from purchasing and consuming the
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when purchasing the product at a sufficiently large discount (transaction utility). The proportion
of deal-prone consumers in the market is denoted by β.
Notice that the two attributes of consumers – valuation and deal proneness – represent different
aspects of consumer behavior. That is, a consumer’s valuation is based solely on her liking of
the product, whereas the consumer’s deal proneness measures her cognitive response to a pricing
scheme. Thus, in our model, we assume these two attributes are independent. This gives rise to four
different consumer segments: high-type deal-prone (hd), high-type value-conscious (hv), low-type
deal-prone (ld), and low-type value-conscious (lv), with a proportion of γβ, γ(1−β), (1−γ)β, and
(1− γ)(1−β), respectively.
A consumer’s net utility from a purchase under a conditional discount is the sum of the acquisi-
tion utility and transaction utility, based on the acquisition-transaction utility theory proposed by
Thaler (1985). We analytically introduce and study acquisition and transaction utility below.
Acquisition Utility
We define acquisition utility as the consumer’s valuation less the purchase price. Let Vi(q), i ∈
{h, l} denote a type-i consumer’s valuation (willingness to pay) for q units of the product. We
assume a type-i consumer receives utility si from consuming each additional unit of the product
up to θi units, above which consuming additional units will not increase the consumer’s utility.
This reflects the fact that after a certain quantity, the consumer gains no additional surplus from
consuming more. We assume sl < sh and θl ≤ θh to represent that a high-type consumer has a
higher willingness to pay and a larger demand for the product, compared to a low-type consumer.






siq if 0≤ q≤ θi
siθi if q > θi.





Figure 1 Consumer’s valuation function
Let P (q,Dk) denote the purchase price of q units of the product under a conditional discount
3 We also consider a more general model with linearly decreasing marginal valuation, which results in a concave utility
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Dk, k ∈ {A,F}. Then, a type-i consumer’s acquisition utility from purchasing q units under a
conditional discount Dk is given by
Ai(q,D
k) := Vi(q)−P (q,D
k).
Transaction Utility
In addition to acquisition utility, deal-prone consumers may draw transaction utility from buying
the product at a discount. Following empirical evidence that consumers judge the merits of a
deal by its promotion depth (DelVecchio 2005, DelVecchio et al. 2007), we assume deal-prone
consumers draw transaction utility whenever they make a purchase at what they perceive as a
“good deal” (characterized by a discounted price that is significantly lower than the regular price).
More specifically, for a deal-prone consumer to receive transaction utility, the promotion depth
must be greater than a threshold R. When an all-unit discount DA = (r,K) is offered, we assume
a deal-prone consumer will receive transaction utility of t if she purchases at least K to qualify
for the promotion depth of r which is greater than or equal to the threshold R. If she does not
buy enough to qualify for the discount or if the promotion depth does not reach the threshold,
she receives zero transaction utility. For a fixed-amount discount DF = (m,K), promotion depth
typically refers to the amount of savings, m, as a percentage of the minimum spending to qualify
for the discount, pK.4 Hence, we assume a deal-prone consumer facing a fixed-amount discount
will receive transaction utility of t if and only if she purchases q ≥K to qualify for a promotion
depth of m
pK
which is at least as large as the threshold R. Value-conscious consumers, on the other
hand, do not draw transaction utility from any discount. (We later discuss a more generalized form
of transaction utility in section 8.2.)
Let Tj(q,D
k), j ∈ {v, d}, k ∈ {A,F} denote the transaction utility of a type-j consumer (d for
deal-prone and v for value-conscious) when she purchases q units of the product at a conditional
discount Dk. Then, the transaction utility Tj(q,D







0 if q <K or r <R
t if q≥K and r≥R
Tv(q,D
A) = 0. (1)
Similarly, the transaction utility Tj(q,D
F ) for a fixed-amount discount DF = (m,K) is given by
equation (1) with r replaced by m
pK
. We sometimes refer to t as “cognitive surplus” and to R as
“deal-prone threshold.” A large value of t reflects that the deal-prone consumer receives a large
4 For example, a fixed-amount discount of “Take $20 off a purchase of 2 or more” on a product priced at $50 is
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additional cognitive gain when completing a good deal. A small value of R implies that the deal-
prone consumer can be easily induced by a discount. The value of t and R are product-specific, and
may depend on several factors. For example, a deal-prone consumer may have a small t for a low-
price-tag product (e.g., bags of chips, yogurt cups) but a larger t for a high-price-tag product (e.g.,
shoes, shirts, hotel rooms). The deal-prone threshold R may be larger for a frequently discounted
item but smaller for a rarely discounted item.
Based on the definition of acquisition utility and transaction utility given above, the net utility
of a type-ij consumer, i ∈ {l, h}, j ∈ {v, d}, who purchases q units of the product at a conditional








In the next section, we will analyze how different types of consumers respond to deals in the form of
all-unit and fixed-amount discounts. In particular, we are interested in comparing the effectiveness
of these two types of discounts in boosting the consumer’s purchase quantity.
4. Consumer’s Problem
We first examine how each type of consumer behaves when a conditional discount is offered. More
specifically, we will characterize how the valuation and deal proneness of a given consumer influence
her purchase decision of whether to buy the product, and if so, how many units.
When facing a conditional discount Dk, k ∈ {A,F}, the consumer’s utility from purchasing a
quantity q is given by Uij(q,D
k), as in equation (2).5 Notice that acquisition utility Ai(q,D
k)
depends on the consumer’s valuation type i ∈ {l, h}, and transaction utility Tj(q,D
k) depends on
the consumer’s deal proneness j ∈ {v, d}. Both acquisition and transaction utility also depend on
the discount type k ∈ {A,F}. Below, we discuss the consumer’s problem of choosing an optimal
purchase quantity under an all-unit discount and a fixed-amount discount.
4.1. All-Unit Discount
In an all-unit discount DA = (r,K), the utility that a type-ij consumer draws when purchasing q
units of the product is given by
5 We assume if the utility from purchasing two different quantities is the same, the consumer always chooses to
































siq− pq if 0≤ q <min{θi,K}
siθi − pq if θi ≤ q <K
siq− p(1− r)q+Tj(q,D
A) if K ≤ q < θi
siθi − p(1− r)q+Tj(q,D
A) if q≥max{θi,K}.
The first two expressions correspond to the consumer’s utility when she buys fewer than the
minimum requirement of K units and receives no discount. Notice that when q≥ θi, the consumer’s
valuation is siθi because units beyond θi do not increase her surplus from consumption. Analogously,
the third and fourth expressions correspond to the consumer’s utility when she buys at least the
minimum required quantity and receives the discount.
4.2. Fixed-Amount Discount
In a fixed-amount discountDF = (m,K), the utility that a type-ij consumer draws when purchasing
















siq− pq if 0≤ q <min{θi,K}
siθi − pq if θi ≤ q <K
siq− pq+m+Tj(q,D
F ) if K ≤ q < θi
siθi − pq+m+Tj(q,D
F ) if q≥max{θi,K}.
The difference in consumer utility between a fixed-amount discount and an all-unit discount is
the discount amount. That is, the fixed-amount discount m is independent of q as long as q ≥K,
but the discount amount received under the all-unit scheme, prq, increases with q.
The optimal purchase decision of a consumer is characterized in Proposition 1.
Proposition 1 For a given conditional discount Dk, k ∈ {A,F}, with a minimum purchase require-
ment of K, the optimal purchase decision of a type-ij consumer, i∈ {l, h}, j ∈ {v, d}, is character-
ized by two switching curves: σj(θi,D
k) and θ̄j(D
k), as follows:
i) If si <σj(θi,D
k), no purchase is optimal.
ii) If si ≥ σj(θi,D
k) and θi < θ̄j(D
k), buying quantity θi <K at the full price is optimal.
iii) If si ≥ σj(θi,D
k) and θi ≥ θ̄j(D
k), buying either K or θi at the discount is optimal.
The switching curves σj(θi,D
k) and θ̄j(D
k) are increasing in p and K, and decreasing in the





Proposition 1 states that the optimal purchase quantity of a type-ij consumer depends on her
marginal valuation of the product (si) and her maximum consumption (θi). If the consumer has
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proposition). If her marginal valuation is sufficiently high, even when her consumption level is low,
she will buy the product at the full price (part ii of the proposition). When both her valuation and
maximum consumption level are high, she will buy at least the required quantity K and receive
the discount. If the terms of a discount become more attractive (smaller K or larger r or m), the
consumer’s purchase quantity increases as the switching curves decrease.
Figures 2 and 3 together show how deal-prone consumers behave differently from value-conscious
consumers for a given conditional discount Dk.6 Because deal-prone consumers draw additional
utility when they buy at a discount, they are more likely than value-conscious consumers to increase
their purchase quantity to meet the requirement for the discount. Consequently, the deal-prone
switching curves lie below the value-conscious switching curves, as stated in Proposition 1 and
illustrated in Figure 3. This finding implies deal-prone consumers always buy no less than value-
conscious consumers who have the same valuation and consumption level.
Corollary 1 Given consumer valuation (θ, s) and a conditional discount Dk, k ∈ {A,F}, with a
minimum purchase requirement K:
i) If (θ, s) falls between the value-conscious and deal-prone switching curves (Region A and B
in Figure 3), a deal-prone consumer buys K units, which is strictly more than what a value-
conscious consumer buys.
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Corollary 1 highlights the scenarios in which a deal-prone consumer purchases a strictly larger
quantity than a value-conscious consumer, noted by Region A and B in Figure 3. Notice that
these regions are bounded by the value-conscious and deal-prone switching curves. If the consumer
valuation falls in Region A (high marginal valuation, low consumption), the value-conscious con-
sumer buys θ at no discount since her maximum consumption level is too far from the minimum
requirement K (θ is below the value-conscious switching curve). On the other hand, the deal-prone
consumer is willing to increase her purchase quantity to K in order to qualify for the discount (θ is
above the deal-prone switching curve). In this case, the deal-prone consumer ends up buying much
more than what she could consume just to earn the transaction utility. If the consumer valuation
falls in Region B (low marginal valuation, high consumption), the value-conscious consumer does
not buy the product because her valuation is too low (s is below the value-conscious switching
curve). However, the deal-prone consumer still buys K units to receive the discount (s is above the
deal-prone switching curve). In this case, although the deal-prone consumer does not highly value
the consumption of the product, she ends up making a purchase due to the transaction utility she
receives from the discount.
We note that when the consumer valuation is confined by the value-conscious and deal-prone
switching curves, only deal-prone consumers are enticed to purchase more in order to qualify for the
conditional discount. Value-conscious consumers do not increase their purchase quantity because
the acquisition utility from buying at a discount is marginally lower than that from buying at no
discount (or not buying). On the other hand, deal-prone consumers are better off purchasing a
larger quantity, because the transaction utility they obtain with the discount increases their overall
utility. We define such a situation in which the purchase quantity of a deal-prone consumer is
strictly greater than the purchase quantity of a value-conscious consumer with the same valuation
as “cognitive overspending.”
In the other regions outside of Region A and B, value-conscious and deal-prone consumers
behave identically. In the region above the value-conscious switching curves (to the right of Region
A and B), both value-conscious and deal-prone consumers purchase at the discount because their
valuation falls above their respective switching curves. Likewise, in the region below the deal-prone
switching curves (the the left of Region A and B), both value-conscious and deal-prone consumers
do not buy at the discount because their valuation falls below their switching curves.
Next, we investigate the differences between consumer behavior under the all-unit discount
and the fixed-amount discount. Proposition 2 compares the switching curves and discusses the
conditions under which the consumer’s optimal purchase quantity is the same or different when
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Proposition 2 Given consumer valuation (θ, s), an all-unit discount DA = (r,K), and a fixed-
amount discount DF = (m,K): 7
i) If m= prK,
ia) Both discounts result in identical switching curves: σj(θ,D
A) = σj(θ,D
F ) and θ̄j(D
A) =
θ̄j(D
F ), for j ∈ {v, d}.
ib) If θ >K and p(1− r)≤ s < p, the consumer purchases θ units under the all-unit discount
but K units under the fixed-amount discount. In all other cases, the consumer purchases
the same quantity under both discount schemes.
ii) If m<prK (m>prK), the switching curve under the fixed-amount discount is higher (lower)
than that under the all-unit discount.
Part ia) of the proposition shows that when the same discount depth and threshold K are
offered, the form of discount (all-unit or fixed-amount) does not change the region in which a
consumer buys at a discount. This is because the two discounts offer the same amount of savings
and trigger the same transaction utility when the consumer buys the minimum purchase quantity
at a discount. However, part ib) of the proposition points out that a consumer may in fact purchase
different quantities under the two types of discounts. More precisely, when a consumer has a high
consumption level (θ > K) but moderate willingness to pay (p(1− r) ≤ s < p), she buys θ under
the all-unit discount, but buys a smaller quantity of K under the fixed-amount discount. Under
the all-unit discount, the consumer pays the discounted price for every unit. Hence, she is willing
to buy as much as her maximum consumption level. On the other hand, under the fixed-amount
discount, the consumer essentially has to pay the full price for any units beyond K. Since the full
price is too high, the consumer has no incentive to purchase more than what she needs to qualify
for the discount. If the amount of savings received when purchasing the minimum quantity at a
discount under the two schemes are different, part ii) of the proposition states that the switching
curves are also different, resulting in different purchase quantities for certain types of consumers.
More precisely, the scheme offering a larger amount of savings is more attractive, as characterized
by having a lower switching curve.
5. Seller’s Problem
We now examine the seller’s expected profit Π(Dk), k ∈ {A,F} when a conditional discount Dk is
offered. Let Πij(D
k) be the seller’s expected profit from selling to a type-ij consumer. For instance,
Πhd(D
k) represents the seller’s profit from a high-type deal-prone consumer; likewise, Πlv(D
k)
7 The comparison of switching curves and consumer purchase quantities under any all-unit discount DA = (r,KA)
and fixed-amount discount DF = (m,KF ) when KA 6=KF can also be done using the results provided in Proposition
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To simplify our analysis, we assume in the base model that the seller’s unit cost is normalized
to zero (e.g., the procurement/production cost is sunk, and the seller’s objective is to maximize
revenues from sales.). But later in section 8.1, we will discuss how to modify our model to reflect
when the unit cost is explicitly incorporated, and show that the main insights of the paper do not
change.
For each type of conditional discounts, the seller’s problem is to choose the terms of a discount
– minimum purchase quantity K, and the discount rate r (all-unit) or m (fixed-amount) – that
maximize his expected profit. The seller may also choose to offer no discount, by setting r = 0 or
m= 0. Although offering a discount can boost the sales volume, the benefit is not costless. The seller
needs to forgo the margin in exchange for the increased sales. Proposition 3 shows, however, that
the presence of deal-prone consumers in the market make conditional discounts always profitable.
Proposition 3 i) If there exist deal-prone consumers (β > 0), no discount is never optimal.
ii) If all consumers are value-conscious (β = 0), no discount is optimal if and only if a) all
consumers are willing to buy the product at the regular price (i.e., sl ≥ p) or b) only high-type
consumers are willing to buy the product at the regular price and γ ≥ sl
p
. 8
Part i) of the proposition states that offering no discount can never be optimal as long as deal-
prone consumers are present in the market. This is because the seller can always set the terms of
a discount to offer just enough discount to trigger the transaction utility of deal-prone consumers
while requiring them to purchase a sufficiently large quantity for the discount to be profitable.
Note that this result holds even if the regular price is set optimally. Even when all consumers are
value-conscious, conditional discounts increase the seller’s profit except when there exist enough
consumers in the market who are willing to buy the product at the regular price (part ii)). The
next result discusses which type of discounts the seller should use.
Proposition 4 i) When no consumer is willing to buy at the regular price (i.e., sh < p), the
all-unit discount weakly dominates the fixed-amount discount. There exists a β̄ ∈ [0,1] such
that a price markdown is an optimal all-unit discount if β ≤ β̄.
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ii) In all other cases, the fixed-amount discount weakly dominates the all-unit discount. 9
The all-unit discount outperforms the fixed-amount discount when consumer willingness to pay
for the product is sufficiently low that no consumer is willing to buy at the regular price. In
this case, only the all-unit discount can induce consumers to purchase a quantity strictly greater
than the minimum requirement since the price reduction applies to all units purchased. The fixed-
amount discount can only attract consumers to buy exactly the minimum quantity required for
the discount, because consumers are not willing to pay the full price for any units beyond that.
On the other hand, if some consumers in the market are already willing to buy the product at
the regular price, then the fixed-amount discount is more profitable than the all-unit discount. If
only the high-type consumers are willing to pay the regular price, the seller’s main objective of
offering a discount is to attract low-valuation consumers, who originally are not willing to pay the
regular price. However, since a discount is offered to all consumers, the high-valuation consumers,
who otherwise would buy up to their maximum consumption level at the full price, can also take
advantage of the lowered price. Under the all-unit discount, the high-valuation consumers can
“free ride” on the discount for every unit they purchase. But under the fixed-amount discount,
the maximum discount the high-valuation consumers can obtain is capped at m. Thus, the seller’s
total profit is larger with the fixed-amount discount. If all consumers are willing to pay the regular
price, Figure 3 shows that consumers purchase either K or θ under both types of discounts. If
all consumers buy K, then the seller can use either the all-unit or fixed-amount scheme to earn
the same profit by offering the same discount of m = prK to the consumers. However, if some
consumers buy θ, which is strictly greater than K (this happens when the seller intends to offer
the discount to increase the purchase quantity of the low-type only, so θl <K < θh), then the seller
has to award them a larger amount of discount under the all-unit scheme. Hence, the fixed-amount
scheme is more profitable. Note, however, that at optimality, the discount terms of the all-unit and
fixed-amount scheme do not have to be the same.
Proposition 4 also shows that a price markdown is optimal when most consumers in the market
are value-conscious. This is because the benefit from inducing deal-prone consumers to overspend is
not significant enough to boost the seller’s profit when there are not enough deal-prone consumers
in the market. The seller’s optimal discount schemes discussed in Proposition 3 and Proposition 4
are summarized in Figure 4a to c.
In addition to identifying the seller’s optimal discount scheme, we discuss when a conditional
discount is increasingly more profitable than no discount and price markdowns in Proposition 5.
9 When there are N > 2 types of consumer valuation, it continues to hold that the all-unit discount weakly dominates
the fixed-amount discount when no consumer is willing to buy at the regular price, and the fixed-amount discount
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Figure 4 Seller’s optimal discount schemes
Proposition 5 The seller’s profit under a conditional discount is increasingly larger than that
under no discount and a price markdown as consumers become more deal-prone (either β increases
or t increases).
A conditional discount is especially beneficial when the market is more deal-prone – either a larger
proportion of deal-prone consumers is present, or the deal-prone consumers are more responsive
to deals. Such market conditions enable the seller to induce deal-prone consumers to overspend by
offering a lower discount.
So far, we have characterized the seller’s optimal discount policies when selling to consumers
who are heterogeneous in both valuation and deal proneness. To understand how each dimension of
consumer heterogeneity affects the seller’s discount policies, we analyze two special cases in which
consumer valuation and deal proneness are considered in isolation.
5.1. Deal-Prone Market with Heterogeneous Valuation
In order to isolate the effects of the heterogeneity in consumer valuation, we consider a special
case in which all consumers are deal-prone (β = 1) but are heterogeneous in valuation. That is,
the market consists of two types of consumers: high-valuation deal-prone, and low-valuation deal-
prone.10
When choosing the optimal discount terms, the seller needs to decide either to offer a conservative
discount to increase the purchase quantity of only the high-type consumers, or to offer a more
aggressive discount to increase the purchase quantity of the low-type consumers. Lemma 1 explains
that offering a more generous discount (larger r and/or smaller K) to generate more sales from the
low-type consumers is optimal if a sufficiently large proportion of them are present in the market.
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Lemma 1 For a conditional discount of type k ∈ {A,F}, there exists a threshold Γk ∈ [0,1] such
that offering a discount targeted to only high-type consumers is optimal if γ > Γk. Otherwise,
offering a deeper discount targeted to low-type consumers is optimal.
We now examine how the threshold Γk changes with respect to the magnitude of transaction
utility, t. Let Γk(t) denote the switching curve that characterizes, for a given t, at which γ the
seller should target the discount at which segment of consumers. An example of Γk(t) is shown
in Figure 5, where the shaded region denotes when the proportion of the high-type consumers is
small (γ ≤ Γ(t)) and hence targeting the discount at the low-type segment is optimal. Notice that
since all consumers are deal-prone, the seller should always offer some form of discount to increase
the purchase quantity of at least one type of consumer (Proposition 3 part i). However, this does
not mean that at least one type of consumer should always be induced to overspend. To induce
overspending, the seller needs to offer a deep enough discount and set a sufficiently large minimum
purchase quantity, which may or may not improve the overall profit. Our next result identifies
when cognitive overspending is indeed optimal for the seller.
Proposition 6 When all consumers are deal-prone but heterogeneous in valuation, there exists a
continuous switching curve ΓA(t) characterizing the optimal all-unit discount DA∗ = (r∗,K∗) for a
given t.
i) If γ > ΓA(t), then r∗ ≥R and K∗ ≥ θh (only high-type consumers overspend).
ii) If γ ≤ ΓA(t), then there exists a threshold t̂ such that r∗ ≥ R and K∗ ≥ θl (at least low-type
consumers overspend) for t > t̂.
The same results hold for the optimal fixed-amount discount DF∗ = (m∗,K∗) when replacing ΓA(t)
with ΓF (t), and r∗ ≥R with m∗ ≥ pRK∗.
Proposition 6 shows that it is optimal for the seller to trigger transaction utility and induce
overspending when either there is a sufficiently large proportion of consumers with high valuation
(large γ), or the magnitude of transaction utility is sufficiently large (large t). Under these condi-
tions, the market contains enough consumers who will significantly increase their purchase quantity
when offered a discount, making it profitable for the seller to induce overspending. On the other
hand, when t and γ are both small, it may not be optimal to induce overspending, as illustrated by
the dark colored region in Figure 5. When the transaction utility is too small and the proportion
of each type of consumer is close to each other (moderate γ), it is not profitable for the seller to
induce either type of consumer to overspend because they do not have enough mass to generate
much larger sales. However, as the cognitive surplus increases, both types of consumers are willing
to overspend more when their transaction utility is triggered, making overspending more profitable
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The exact behavior of the switching curve with respect to t is rather complicated as shown in
Figures 5 and 6. (The closed-form expressions of the switching curve under each type of conditional
discounts are provided in Appendix A.) For a given γ, the terms of the optimal discount are not
necessarily monotone in t. For example, consider γ = 0.55 in Figure 5. When t is small (point A),
it is not optimal to induce any types of consumers to overspend (r∗ = 0.4 < R). As t increases
to a moderate level (point B), it becomes profitable to induce only the high-type consumers to
overspend since they are willing to increase their purchase quantity far beyond their maximum
consumption level (K∗ = 7> θh = 4) when they receive transaction utility. When t is sufficiently
large (point C), even the low-type consumers are willing to increase their purchase quantity by a
lot (K∗ = 4.65> θl = 2) due to the large transaction utility.
Notice from Figure 6 that the region where overspending is not optimal is larger under the all-unit
discount than under the fixed-amount discount, both when the all-unit discount is more profitable
(Figure 6a. where p > sH) and when the fixed-amount discount is more profitable (Figure 6b. where
p≤ sH). The reason is that inducing overspending under the all-unit discount requires the seller to
forgo the margin on more units of the product sold, compared to under the fixed-amount discount.
Hence, overspending is less likely to be optimal under the all-unit discount.
Increase low-type 
purchases 







Figure 5 Switching curve ΓA(t): sl = 2.4, sh = 3, θl = 2, θh = 4, p= 4,R= 0.5
5.2. Homogeneous Valuation with Heterogeneous deal proneness
To isolate the effects of the heterogeneity in consumers’ attitude toward a deal, we consider a
special case in which all consumers have the same valuation, characterized by the same s and θ,
but they are either deal-prone or value-conscious.
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Figure 6 Switching curves ΓA(t) and ΓF (t): sl = 2.4, sh = 3, θl = 2, θh = 4,R= 0.3. a) p= 4, b) p= 2.8
Lemma 2 For a conditional discount of type k ∈ {A,F}:
i) There exists a threshold β̄k ∈ [0,1) such that it is optimal to offer a discount to increase the
purchase quantity of only deal-prone consumers (cognitive overspending) if β > β̄k. Otherwise,
it is optimal to increase the purchase quantity of all consumers.
ii) If consumers are willing to buy at the regular price (s≥ p), then β̄k = 0. Otherwise, β̄k = sθ
t+sθ
.
Lemma 2 part i) states that inducing overspending is optimal only when enough deal-prone
consumers are present in the market. Part ii) of the lemma reveals that if the consumers are willing
to buy at the regular price, then cognitive overspending is always optimal (β̄k = 0). In this case,
since the value-conscious consumers are already willing to buy up to their maximum consumption
at the full price, it is optimal to offer a discount that increases the purchase quantity of only
deal-prone consumers. If the consumers are not willing to pay the regular price, the threshold β̄k is
given by a function that is decreasing in t. This implies that as deal-prone consumers receive larger
transaction utility from a deep discount, the proportion of deal-prone consumers that is required
for cognitive overspending to be profitable for the seller gets smaller because they are willing to
overspend by a larger amount.
Next, we investigate consumer behavior and the seller’s profit under the all-unit and fixed-amount
discount. Interestingly, as Proposition 7 reveals, the optimal all-unit and fixed-amount discount
always induce the same consumer purchase behavior and yield the same profit to the seller.
Proposition 7 When consumers have the same valuation but are different in their deal prone-
ness, the optimal all-unit discount and fixed-amount discount always result in the same consumer
purchase quantities and the same seller’s profit.11
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To see the intuition, notice that the only situation in which the all-unit and fixed-amount discount
can structurally result in different outcomes is when a consumer buys strictly more than K. When
all consumers share the same valuation, if the original price is small (p≤ s), it will never be optimal
for the seller to offer a discount at which any consumer buys more than K. This is because the
profit from doing so is less than the profit from not offering a discount at all. If the original price
is large (p > s), a consumer may purchase more than K if an all-unit discount DA = (r,K) where
p(1−r)≤ s is offered. However, in this case, there always exists an equivalent fixed-amount discount
DF = (m= prKF ,KF = θ), which yields the exact same outcome. Hence, at optimality, the all-unit
and fixed-amount discount are equally profitable.
The results from the two special cases (sections 5.1 and 5.2) show that it is not always optimal for
the seller to induce deal-prone consumers to overspend. Furthermore, we find that the all-unit and
fixed-amount discount may perform differently only in the presence of heterogeneity in consumer
valuation. This finding implies that the fundamental differences between the two mechanisms of
conditional discounts are the different effects they have on consumers with different valuations of
the product.
Next, we investigate how much profit improvement the implementation of conditional discounts
can generate under different retailing scenarios. We employ a numerical study to examine this topic
in the next section.
6. Numerical Study
We conduct two sets of numerical experiments to address a few important managerial questions
regarding the use of conditional discounts in practice. More specifically, we are interested in answer-
ing the following questions: 1) By how much can a seller improve profits with a conditional discount?
2) What is the profit difference between using all-unit and fixed-amount discounts? and 3) What
factors affect the magnitude of profit improvement from offering a conditional discount?
6.1. Profit Improvement
In the first numerical study, we compare the performance of different types of discounts under
a large number of different retailing scenarios. We generate 1,296 different problem instances by
varying each parameter, as summarized in Table 1.12
θl θh sl sh p t R γ β
1 {2, 3, 4} 1 2 {0.5, 1.5, 2.5} {0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.75} {0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75} {0.2, 0.5, 0.8} {0.2, 0.5, 0.8}
Table 1 Problem parameters for the numerical study of profit improvement
12 We normalize θl and sl to 1, and sh to 2 since similar effects of changing these parameters can be observed by
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For each problem instance, we solve for the optimal price markdown, all-unit, and fixed-amount
discount, and compare the seller’s profit under different discount schemes. Table 2 summarizes how
much profit (in percentage) the seller can gain by offering an optimal price markdown, all-unit, and
fixed-amount discount, over no discount. We note, however, that the instances in which the no-
discount profit is zero (p= 2.5) are excluded from the statistics presented in the table as the profit
improvement in those cases is trivial. Since only the instances in which at least some consumers are
willing to pay the regular price are considered, we observe that the profit improvement from offering
the fixed-amount discount is greater than that from offering the all-unit discount, supporting the
result in Proposition 4. Overall, Table 2 provides evidence to support that when using a conditional
discount, the seller can expect to see a profit improvement of as much as 20% on average, which is
about 10% higher than the profit improvement obtained from a standard price markdown.
Next, we compare the performance of all-unit and fixed-amount discounts. Out of 1,296 instances,
we find that the two discounts perform equally well in 688 (53.08%) instances; the all-unit discount
performs better in 297 (22.92%) instances; and the fixed-amount discount performs better in 311
(24%) instances. These findings reveal that about half of the time, the seller can employ either
form of conditional discount to increase profits. However, the other half of the time, one discount
scheme can perform better than the other, calling the seller’s attention to choosing the appropriate
type of conditional discount for the market he is facing. In fact, the profit differences between the
two discount schemes can be significant, as reported in Table 3. (Profit improvement of the all-unit
over the fixed-amount discount refers to profit from the all-unit discount - profit from the fixed-amount discount
profit from the fixed-amount discount
.) In
approximately 40% of the instances in which the all-unit discount performs better than the fixed-
amount discount, we find that the profit improvement is at least 10%. Likewise, an analogous
analysis of the profit improvement of the fixed-amount over the all-unit discount shows a similar
result, namely, that when the fixed-amount discount performs better than the all-unit discount,
the profit improvement is at least 10% in about 40% of the instances.
Profit Improvement when Using
Statistics
Mean Median Standard Deviation Minimum Maximum
Price Markdown 10.22% 0.00% 25.45% 0.00% 98.00%
All-Unit Discount 19.37% 7.48% 27.99% 0.00% 175.76%
Fixed-Amount Discount 23.94% 10.66% 32.49% 0.00% 179.34%
Table 2 Statistics for the seller’s profit improvement when using conditional discounts over no discount
Profit Improvement of All-Unit over Fixed-Amount Discounts
<−10% −10%− 0% 0%− 10% 10%− 20% 20%− 30% 30%− 40% 40%− 50% > 50%
106 893 177 53 49 9 7 2
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6.2. Effects of Problem Parameters
In the second numerical study, we investigate how each parameter affects the performance of
conditional discounts, compared to other discount schemes. We systematically increase the value
of each parameter, one at a time, from the three base cases (p > sh, sl < p≤ sh, and p≤ sl). This
results in a total of 1,400 problem instances, as summarized in Table 4. In each problem, we solve
for the optimal discount policies and compare the seller’s profits. Table 5 presents the results.
Scenario θl θh sl sh p t R γ β
Base cases 1 2 1 2 {0.5, 1.5, 2.5} 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
Increase θh at steps of 0.01 1 [2.01, 3] 1 2 {0.5, 1.5, 2.5} 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
Increase t at steps of 0.01 1 2 1 2 {0.5, 1.5, 2.5} [0.21, 1] 0.2 0.2 0.2
Increase R at steps of 0.01 1 2 1 2 {0.5, 1.5, 2.5} 0.2 [0.21, 0.8] 0.2 0.2
Increase γ at steps of 0.01 1 2 1 2 {0.5, 1.5, 2.5} 0.2 0.2 [0.21, 1] 0.2
Increase β at steps of 0.01 1 2 1 2 {0.5, 1.5, 2.5} 0.2 0.2 2 [0.21, 1]
Increase p at steps of 0.01 1 2 1 2 [0.51, 2.5] 0.2 0.2 2 0.2
Table 4 Problem parameters for the numerical study of effects of parameters on the profit improvement
Scenario
Optimal Policy vs. Price Markdown All-unit vs. Price Markdown Fixed-amount vs. Price Markdown
Mean Median Std. Dev. Mean Median Std. Dev. Mean Median Std. Dev.
Base cases 3.50% 1.33% 4.95% 0.53% 0.79% 0.46% -2.77% 0.80% 15.75%
Increase θh 4.53% 1.23% 5.66% 0.53% 0.79% 0.38% -2.72% 0.80% 17.14%
Increase t 8.31% 9.17% 8.33% 3.42% 0.79% 5.32% 0.12% 10.10% 14.61%
Increase R 3.44% 1.33% 3.98% 0.46% 0.79% 0.38% -2.84% 0.80% 12.83%
Increase γ 3.52% 1.72% 4.43% 1.91% 1.98% 1.15% 3.13% 2.42% 8.31%
Increase β 8.33% 9.17% 6.57% 4.75% 1.18% 6.03% 0.83% 6.15% 14.05%
Increase p 4.74% 1.27% 5.38% 0.46% 0.79% 0.43% 0.75% 0.80% 12.67%
Table 5 Statistics for the seller’s profit improvement with respect to changes in problem parameters
The profit improvement of the optimal policy versus price markdown in Table 5 measure the gains
in profits from using the more profitable one of the all-unit and fixed-amount discount over the price
markdown. Notice that since a price markdown is a special case of an all-unit discount, the seller’s
profit from using the all-unit discount is always larger than that from using the price markdown.
On the other hand, fixed-amount discount can be more or less profitable than price markdown.
From the table, we observe that an increase in θh, t, γ, and β leads to larger profit improvements,
whereas an increase in R leads to smaller profit improvements of the optimal conditional discounts
over price markdowns. This observation is consistent with the results shown in sections 5.1 and
5.2 that it is profitable for the seller to use conditional discounts to induce overspending when the
market is highly deal-prone (large t and β, and small R) and has high valuation (large θh and γ).
The effects of price also follow what was shown earlier in Proposition 4. Since a larger portion of
the price range considered in this numerical study falls within the region where some consumers
are willing to pay the regular price (p≤ sh, i.e. p∈ [0.51,2]), we observe that as price changes, the
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7. Social and Consumer Welfare under Conditional Discounts
One interesting question associated with any pricing or promotional tools is whether they also
help improve the consumer and social welfare. This section discusses how conditional discounts can
help or hurt welfare, compared to price markdowns. In our analysis, we exclude transaction utility
when evaluating the consumer welfare under conditional discounts, following the arguments for an
ethical evaluation in Singer et al. (1991).
Our numerical results show that, compared to price markdowns, consumer welfare and social
welfare can be either larger or smaller under conditional discounts. In particular, as shown in Fig-
ure 7, as transaction utility gets larger, consumer welfare tends to be smaller under a conditional
discount than a traditional markdown. This is because consumers are more likely to be induced
to overspend by a conditional discount, exceeding the quantity that maximizes their acquisition
utility. While overspending gives them satisfaction from completing the deal, it could reduce their
overall welfare, because consuming too much of the product does not generate additional (acquisi-
tion) utility but costs them more money. We note, however, that overspending under a conditional
discount can sometimes improve consumer welfare as well, for instance, when the deal-prone con-
sumers have a low threshold to receive transaction utility (small R) and the price is moderate
(sl < p ≤ sh). In this case, it can be optimal for the seller to offer a conditional discount with a
sufficient discount rate (deeper than the optimal rate for price markdown), which induces low-type
consumers to overspend. Since the high-type consumers also benefit from the discount, they may
actually receive a larger welfare under the conditional discount than under the price markdown,
which can increase overall consumer welfare.
a.














































Figure 7 Social welfare and consumer welfare under conditional discounts and price markdown: sl = 1, sh = 2, p=
1.5,R= 0.1, γ = 0.5, β = 0.8
As for social welfare, conditional discounts outperform price markdowns in most cases because
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much larger. However, when the proportion of the high-type consumers is too small and when
transaction utility is sufficiently large, the reduction in consumer welfare due to overspending may
dominate the gain in the seller’s profit, resulting in lower social welfare.
8. Extensions
8.1. Positive Unit Cost
In our base model, we assume the unit cost is normalized to zero. Here, we modify the model to
reflect when the seller incurs a unit cost c for each unit sold, where 0< c< p. Notice that a positive
unit cost has no effect on the consumer’s problem. Hence, all results regarding consumer purchase
behavior (section 4) continue to hold.
For the seller’s problem, the presence of a positive unit cost affects the seller’s profit as follows.
The seller’s profit from selling q units under an all-unit discount DA = (r,K) is given by (p(1−
r)− c)q if q ≥K, and (p− c)q if q < K. Likewise, the seller’s profit from selling q units under a
fixed-amount discount DF = (m,K) is given by (p− c)q−m if q≥K, and (p− c)q if q <K. Hence,
with a positive unit cost, we find that the region where no discount is optimal becomes larger, and
the region where cognitive overspending is optimal becomes smaller. Consequently, the following
results need to be modified to reflect a positive unit cost. Proposition 3 part i), which states that
no discount is not optimal as long as deal-prone consumers are present, will hold only when the
unit cost is not too large. (More precisely, there exists a threshold c̄ such that the result holds
if and only if c < c̄.) Condition b) of Proposition 3 part ii) changes from sl < p ≤ sh and γ ≥
sl
p
to sl < p ≤ sh and γ ≥
sl−c
p−c
. Notice that the threshold on γ is smaller with a positive unit cost





), implying that the region where no discount is optimal is larger.
Likewise, the results for the two special cases (sections 5.1 and 5.2) are affected in the same way
such that no discount is more likely to be optimal and cognitive overspending is less likely to be
optimal. All other results continue to hold in the presence of a positive unit cost.
8.2. General Form of Transaction Utility
To capture how deal-prone consumers may mentally respond to different levels of discount depth in
a more general setting, we can generalize the transaction utility in our model to be any increasing
function in the discount depth. That is, the transaction utility Td(q,D
k) when q ≥K can be any
increasing function in r for DA = (r,K) and in m
pK
for DF = (m,K). With this modification, all
results in this paper continue to hold, except only for Propositions 6 and 7, which are specific to
a closed-form of transaction utility. Note, however, that as long as there exists an upper bound of
the transaction utility when the discount depth is sufficiently high (e.g., Td(r) = t for r≥R, where
t > 0 and R< 1; and Td(r)< t for r <R), then Propositions 6 and 7 will continue to hold as well.
13
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8.3. Concave Consumer Valuation
In our base model, we assume a consumer type i ∈ {l, h} has a constant marginal valuation of si
for the first θi units of consumption. Here, we consider an alternative model in which the marginal
valuation is linearly decreasing in the units consumed, as in Chuang and Sirbu (1999). More
precisely, let v0 be the marginal valuation of the first unit of goods. Then, for a consumer type i,








) if 0≤ q≤ θi
0 if q > θi,











) if 0≤ q≤ θi
v0θi
2
if q > θi.
Solving the consumer’s problem with this acquisition utility, we obtain similar results as in Propo-
sition 1. That is, the consumer’s optimal purchase quantity under a conditional discount DA =
(r,KA) and DF = (m,KF ) is characterized by two thresholds: θj(v0,D
k) and θ̄j(v0,D
k), k ∈ {A,F},
such that a type-ij consumer buys a quantity smaller than Kk at no discount if θi < θj(v0,D
k),
buys exactly Kk at discount if θj(v0,D
k) ≤ θi < θ̄j(v0,D
k), and buys more than Kk at discount
if θi ≥ θ̄j(v0,D
k), i ∈ {l, h}, j ∈ {v, d}. Furthermore, if KA =KF and m= prK, then θj(v0,D
A) =
θj(v0,D
F ) and θ̄j(v0,D
A)≤ θ̄j(v0,D
F ).14 Figures 8a and 8b graphically illustrate the consumer’s
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Figure 8 Optimal purchase quantity under a conditional discount with a concave valuation: a. all-unit, b. fixed-
amount
We also find that there exists a region where a deal-prone consumer overspends (buys strictly
more than a value-conscious consumer) under the all-unit and fixed-amount discounts, analogous
14 Due to the page limit, the proof of these results and the closed-form expressions of the thresholds and the optimal
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to Corollary 1. Likewise, there exists a region (θ > θ̄j(v0,D
A)) where a consumer purchases strictly
more under the all-unit discount than under the fixed-amount discount, similar to Proposition 2.
Given that the consumer’s problem with concave valuation shares similar characteristics as in
the base model with linear valuation, we can infer similar results for the seller’s problem. First,
for DA = (r,K) and DF = (prK,K), we have that the all-unit discount weakly dominates the
fixed-amount discount when consumers’ valuation (v0) is sufficiently low, and the fixed-amount
discount weakly dominates the all-unit discount otherwise. Furthermore, when all consumers have
the same valuation but are different in their deal proneness, we continue to have that the all-unit
and fixed-amount discounts yield the same profits for the seller.
8.4. Endogenous Price
Previously, we have assumed the retail price p is exogenously given. Here, we extend our model to
consider the situation in which the seller can optimize the retail price in addition to the discount
term. Hence, the seller’s problem under each discount scheme involves three decision variables: the
regular price p, the discount rate r for the all-unit discount or the discount amount m for the
fixed-amount discount, and the minimum purchase quantity K. Given large degrees of freedom
in the discount terms, multiple optimal prices can exist for a given problem. However, we can
show that an optimal price under the all-unit discount is either p= sl (all consumers are willing to
pay the regular price), p= sh (only high-type consumers are willing to pay the regular price), or
p= shθh+t
θh(1−R)
(no consumers are willing to pay the regular price). Similarly, an optimal price under
the fixed-amount discount is either p= sl or p= sh.
15 For our analysis below, we will only consider
these optimal prices under the two discount schemes, without loss of optimality.
Proposition 8 summarizes key findings on the optimal price and the seller’s expected profit under
the all-unit and fixed-amount discounts.
Proposition 8 i) If it is optimal to price less than or equal to sh under the all-unit discount,
then the optimal fixed-amount discount is weakly more profitable than the optimal all-unit
discount. Otherwise, the optimal price under the fixed-amount discount is lower than that under
the all-unit discount.
ii) In a deal-prone market with heterogeneous valuation of consumers, there exists Γ̄ above which
the optimal price under the all-unit and fixed-amount discounts weakly increases in the pro-
portion of high-type consumers (γ), and the two discount schemes result in the same consumer
purchase quantities and the same seller’s profit at optimality.
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iii) In a single-valuation market with heterogeneous deal proneness of consumers, the optimal price
under the all-unit and fixed-amount discounts is the same as the consumer valuation. The two
discount schemes always result in the same consumer purchase quantities and the same seller’s
profit at optimality.
Proposition 8 shows that the overall insights, similar to the findings from Propositions 4, 6,
and 7, remain the same even when the seller has the ability to set an optimal price. To further
investigate the situations in which one scheme is better than the other, we numerically solve for the
optimal discount terms and compare the seller’s profit under 432 different scenarios (parameters
as shown in Table 1, but without p as a problem parameter). Our numerical result shows that
the seller’s decision of which discount scheme to adopt is mostly influenced by the proportion
of high-type consumers, γ. More precisely, when γ is sufficiently small or sufficiently large, the
situation becomes similar to the case of γ = 0 or γ = 1, where the seller essentially designs the
discount as if there were only one valuation type of consumers. Hence, the seller’s profit under
both all-unit and fixed-amount discounts is the same at optimality. On the other hand, when γ
is at a moderate level, we observe that the fixed-amount discount is more profitable than the all-
unit discount; as γ increases, the all-unit discount becomes more profitable than the fixed-amount
discount. This is because when a large portion of low-type consumers are present in the market, the
seller needs to offer a relatively low price and set a reasonably small minimum purchase quantity
for the discount to attract low-type consumers. In this case, high-type consumers can free ride more
on the all-unit discount than they can under the fixed-amount discount. The situation is reversed
when more consumers are high-type. Since consumers have a high willingness to pay, the seller
can offer an even higher price and then discount it enough to trigger the consumers’ transaction
utility. Under the all-unit discount, the seller can induce high-type consumers to buy more than
what they would under the fixed-amount discount with the same promotion depth and minimum
purchase requirement, resulting in a greater profit to the seller.
8.5. Menu of Discounts
In our previous analyses, we assumed the seller can offer only one type of discount (all-unit or fixed-
amount) and only a single discount term ((r,K) for all-unit or (m,K) for fixed-amount discount).
Although offering only one discount on each product is prevalent in practice, certain stores do
occasionally offer multiple discounts concurrently. For example, Macy’s offered a $10 off $25 in-
store coupon (fixed-amount discount) while still keeping its regular offer of “15% off 100+” (all-unit
discount) for customers who sign up for its newsletter for the first time. Express offered a menu
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offered a menu of all-unit discounts: buy 1 get 20% off, buy 2 get 30% off, or buy 3 take 40%
off. Note, however, that even when multiple discounts are simultaneously offered to all consumers,
stores typically allow each consumer to apply at most one discount on the total purchase.
When there are multiple types of consumers in the market, offering a menu of discounts can
potentially improve the seller’s profit over offering a single discount. To understand which menu
of discounts is most profitable under which situations, we investigate three different combinations
of conditional discounts: menu of fixed-amount discounts {(mij,Kij)}, menu of all-unit discounts
{(rij,Kij)}, and menu of all-unit and fixed-amount discounts {(rij,Kij), (m−(ij),K−(ij))}, for i ∈
{l, h}, j ∈ {v, d}. Our findings indicate that in many situations, different types of menus can yield
the same maximum profit to the seller. There are also many cases in which offering a single discount
to multiple types of consumers is optimal (corresponding to a “pooling contract”). In general,
however, we can show that whenever it is optimal to have different types of consumers purchase
under different discounts, the menu of fixed-amount discounts weakly dominates the other types
of menus, as stated in Proposition 9.
Proposition 9 If it is optimal to offer a menu of discounts16, then the optimal menu of fixed-
amount discounts weakly dominates the menu of all-unit discounts and the menu of all-unit and
fixed-amount discounts.17
When different types of consumers use different discounts, it is never optimal to have any con-
sumer purchase strictly greater than the threshold quantity (i.e., the minimum purchase quantity
K) intended for her type. This is because the threshold quantity in each discount term should be
set in a way that the seller’s profit is maximized when the intended consumer buys the exact thresh-
old amount. Since no consumers would buy more than their intended threshold quantities, there
always exists a fixed-amount discount term that can yield the same profit as any all-unit discount
term, and vice versa. However, when multiple discount terms are offered concurrently, the seller
has less flexibility in designing feasible terms for a menu of all-unit discounts than fixed-amount
discounts. The reason is that the seller can never offer a deeper all-unit discount with a smaller
minimum purchase quantity to a lower type consumer while offering a lower discount depth with
a larger minimum purchase quantity (either in the form of all-unit or fixed-amount discount) to a
higher type consumer (e.g., buy 2 get 30% off, buy 4 get 25% off). Doing so would always make the
lower-type discount term more attractive than the higher-type discount term to the higher type
16 This refers to a situation in which offering at least two different discount terms is strictly more profitable than
offering a single discount term.
17 For more discussions regarding when the other types of menu can also be optimal, please see the proof of this
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consumer, hence, violating the incentive compatibility constraint. The seller can, however, offer a
deeper fixed-amount discount with a smaller minimum purchase quantity to a lower type consumer
(e.g., buy 2 get $6 (30%) off, buy 4 get $10 (25%) off for a product priced at $10) as long as
the discount amount awarded under the higher-type discount term is sufficiently larger than that
under the lower-type discount term. Since the menu of fixed-amount discounts covers a larger set
of feasible discount terms, it is weakly more profitable than the menu of all-unit discounts and the
menu of all-unit and fixed-amount discounts.
Regarding the consumer and social welfare, the same insights discussed in section 7 continue
to hold when a menu of discounts is offered. That is, an optimal menu of discounts can result in
smaller or larger consumer welfare, compared to the optimal single discount. The consumer welfare
under a menu of discounts is likely to be higher when it is optimal for the seller to offer multiple
discount terms to attract additional types (e.g., low valuation, value-conscious) of consumers to
buy. Otherwise, if the same group of consumers make a purchase under the single and the menu
of discounts, the consumer welfare under the menu of discounts can be less because the seller can
better screen the consumer types and extract more surplus from the consumers. The overall social
welfare can be significantly improved with a menu of discounts because the mechanism is weakly
more profitable to the seller than the single discount and price markdown.
9. Conclusion
Motivated by consumer behavior observed in retail industry, this paper discusses how price pro-
motions influence purchase decisions of different types of consumers, and which type of promotions
is most profitable to the seller under which market situations. We consider a market in which
consumers can be heterogeneous in two dimensions – willingness to pay for the product and the
deal proneness to a discount offer – and focus on two popular types of conditional promotions:
all-unit discount and fixed-amount discount. Our study shows that deal-prone consumers may
overspend when offered a conditional discount. We find, however, that it is not always optimal for
the seller to induce consumer overspending. Only when a sufficiently large proportion of highly
deal-prone or high-valuation consumers are present in the market can inducing overspending be
profitable. Despite the fact that some consumers may overspend, the overall consumer welfare
can be improved with conditional discounts, especially when transaction utility is small. Hence,
conditional discounts can result in win-win situations for both consumers and retailers.
Another key finding is that, depending on the market, one conditional discount scheme can
perform better than the other. We show that when consumers are not willing to pay the regular
price for the product, the all-unit discount outperforms the fixed-amount discount because only the
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for the discount. On the other hand, when some consumers are already willing to pay the regular
price, the fixed-amount discount is more profitable than the all-unit discount. In this case, the
fixed-amount discount awards only a limited discount amount – less than that awarded under the
all-unit scheme – to the consumers who otherwise would voluntarily pay the regular price. Hence,
the fixed-amount discount allows the seller to maintain a greater profit margin. Based on these
findings, an important implication is that an all-unit discount should be adopted to stimulate sales
of a high-price-tag product or a newly launched item, whereas a fixed-amount discount is more
effective as a frequent promotion of a low-price-tag or established brand-name product. Our key
results are robust to changes in modeling assumptions, suggesting that the insights from this paper
apply to a broad range of realistic retailing situations.
Operationally, the focus of our paper is rather different from that of existing literature on discount
management. Previous studies on price markdowns, for instance, mostly focused on when to offer
how much of a discount given the remaining inventory and selling horizon. The intertemporal
pricing literature also studied the timing and pattern of discounts, but often considered the strategic
behavior of consumers. Our paper took a different focus by investigating how the structure of
price promotions (terms of discounts) affects purchase quantity of different types of consumers
in a single-period setting. Hence, constraints on product inventory, selling horizon, and consumer
strategic behavior are not explicitly incorporated in our model. We conjecture, however, that
conditional discounts can be effectively implemented over multiple periods as well, but if inventory
is limited and consumers are strategic, the optimal discount terms might require just a small
minimum purchase quantity and offer a moderate discount in some periods. By considering a
single-period setting, we note that our findings are more applicable to short shelf life products
(e.g., food, fashion goods, seasonal items), whose excess inventory close to the end of the selling
horizon can be effectively sold through a conditional discount. For long shelf life products in a
multiple-period setting, the profitability of a conditional promotion may be reduced in a later
period due to consumer stockpiling during the earlier promotional periods, and the less sensitivity
(in the form of a smaller transaction utility or a higher threshold) of deal-prone consumers towards
a deal when offered in multiple periods. A few other aspects of price promotions and consumer
psychology can serve as interesting future research directions. One area involves post-promotion
effects, such as sticker shock after the promotional period ends. Such an effect may be more or less
intense under different discount schemes, and may pose a limitation on the discount depth that
should be offered. Another area is the effect of framing: how a promotion is framed (e.g., dollars
off, percent off, Buy-X-Get-Y-Free, Buy-X-for-Y) and how it is awarded (e.g., coupons, straight off
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the seller’s joint decision on the discount term and its vehicle can be complicated yet meaningful
to study.
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